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ProTexting now makes it easy to automate your SMS messaging and communicate with your 

purchasers. Plano, Texas: In response to the Coronavirus pandemic, ProTexting is introducing a 

feature that lets people track the latest stats via text message. ProTexting’s campaign lets users 

text the keyword COVID19 to 82257 and pull up current stats that provide daily cases by 

country, state and city. Outside the USA, users text COVID19 to 16464918133 for stats by 

country. The stats provided by Protexting are: 

● Total confirmed Cases, Deaths and Recovered 
● State by State: Confirmed, Today Confirmed, Deaths, Today Deaths, Recovered 
● Country by Country: Confirmed, Today Confirmed, Deaths, Today Deaths, Recovered 

 

View the CURRENT COVID-19 Stats via Text Message SMS here 
 
This information will be useful to healthcare workers, people concerned with friends and 
family members in different places, as well as anyone contemplating travel. It provides an 
extremely fast and convenient way to access these vital stats. Clients don’t have to log onto a 
website, simply send out a text.  
 
ProTexting CEO Kalin Kassabov says, “The Coronavirus is a rapidly changing situation, and it’s 
crucial to have up to date information. There are lots of news stories, but many of these are 
based on speculation. We wanted to give people a simple way to access the latest data.” 
 
About ProTexting: ProTexting is a company based in Plano, Texas that offers MMS and SMS 
marketing software for businesses. The platform lets clients set up a variety of campaigns in 
which customers can access offers, information, SMS contests, and other messaging campaigns 
by texting keywords to short or long codes on their mobile phones.   
 
Text COVID19 + [STATE] to 82257 for local info 
Text COVID19 + [COUNTRY] to 16464918133 
 
#StayHome #StaySafe 
 
For more information on the Text 4 Info COVID-19 campaign: 
https://www.protexting.com/covid19.html  
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Don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions at support@protexting.com  

 

 

 

Get Started Today 
 

 

 

The Power of SMS 

 

By far the quickest, easiest and most effective way to reach your audience and engage them on the most 
personal level. With SMS marketers enjoy 98% read and open rates, 40% and higher response rates. 

 

Visit us: www.protexting.com        Tweet @ProTexting        (800) 258-9115       Text INFO to 82257 
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